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General Managers’ 
report

Gerald Keyer Tristan Cole Zan King

Over the past 12 months, 384 Martu were 
employed or contracted by KJ delivering 
important outcomes for Martu and their 
communities. There have been many 
achievements, some which are highlighted in 
this annual report.

We would like to thank the KJ Board who 
continue to guide the organisation and ensure 
it remains true to the original vision of the 
elders who helped form KJ: an organisation 
that enables Martu to remain strong in culture 
and keep their country healthy. Our social, 
cultural and environmental programs engage 
and empower Martu and enable a continued 
presence on Martu country.

This year we have had some sad moments as 
we said goodbye to several Martu. Knowing that 
time is passing by rapidly, the determination 
to record pujiman stories and knowledge has 
intensified. The few Martu pujiman still alive hold 
unique and complex social, cultural, spiritual and 
environmental knowledge and a rich language 
unique to the Western Desert.

To preserve this cultural knowledge, KJ is 
focused on providing opportunities for inter- 
generational knowledge transfer: taking old 
people out onto country with ranger teams; 
conducting specialised camps and return to 

country trips; and organizing helicopter mapping 
of waterholes.

These opportunities are combined for young 
Martu to develop skills in western technologies 
and techniques in natural resource management, 
planning, sound recording, transcription 
and translation, creation and use of digital 
platforms and films. These skills meld traditional 
knowledge with modern technologies, which 
contribute to distinctively Martu economic 
pathways and opportunities.

The work KJ undertakes would not be possible 
without the support of our partners and 
supporters who have provided advice, energy, 
time and financial support. In particular, these 
include BHP, Department of the Prime Minister 
and Cabinet, World Vision Australia, Department 
of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions, 
Pilbara Development Commission, Lotterywest, 
WAPHA, Rangelands NRM, WA Police and the 
Government of Western Australia.

As the General Managers, we would like to thank 
all our staff for their dedication and hard work 
during the year. Martu and non-Martu work in 
partnership, bringing together their combined 
knowledge to help KJ to continue being strong 
for the future. KJ is for all Martu, for everybody.

Co-Patrons
Muuki was born in 1945 at Wayinkurungu, a soak on the 
side of the Percival lakes. His family walked across the 
entire Great Sandy Desert, north to Joanna Springs and 
south to Parnngurr.

Muuki was brought into Jigalong mission in 1965 and 
returned to the desert in 1980. He now lives in Parnngurr.  
Muuki is a very senior Law man and has encyclopedic 
knowledge of Martu Law, songs and customs, waterholes 
and Martu walking tracks, flora and fauna of the desert and 
Martu family histories.

He, along with Peter Johnson and Sue Davenport, founded 
Kanyirninpa Jukurrpa. He was the Chairman of the KJ 
board for many years.  Muuki works as the Senior Cultural 
Advisor and is a co-patron for KJ, providing invaluable 
cultural advice and guidance.

Muuki Taylor

Mr Fred Chaney was appointed as Officer of the Order 
of Australia (AO) in 1997 “for service to the Parliament 
of Australia and to the Aboriginal community through 
his contribution to the establishment of the Aboriginal 
Legal Service of Western Australia and mediating with 
the National Native Title Tribunal”.

Fred held Ministerial posts in the Australian 
Government, including as Minister for Indigenous 
Affairs.

Fred was appointed KJ’s co-patron in 2016. He has a 
deep appreciation of Martu people.

Fred Chaney, AO
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KJ Board

Luke Frank
Newman representative

Vivianne Landy
Newman representative

Randall Bullen 
Casual appointment

Lindsay Crusoe
Jigalong representative

Maria Gibbs
Jigalong representative

Alwyn Booth
Parnngurr representative

Carol Williams
Parnngurr representative

Cassandra Nanudie
Punmu representative

Neil Lane
Punmu representative

Larry Bundabar
Kunawarritji representative

Fabian Larry
Kunawarritji representative

Andrew Minyardie
Bidyadanga representative

Muuki Taylor
Senior cultural advisor

Peter Johnson
Non-voting advisory director

Sue Davenport
Non-voting advisory director

Richard Taylor
Non-voting advisory director

Cultural Advisors: Gladys Bidu, Ngamaru Bidu, Joshua Booth, Mark Jeffries, Thelma Judson, Marianne Larry, Muuki 
Taylor, Yikartu Bumba.
Alternate directors: Edwina Booth, Clifton Girgiba, Lindsay Robinson, Ralph Samson, Ashley Simpson, Julie Toby.
Alternate non-voting directors: Alice Barter, Mark Tucker.

Board 
report
KJ’s Board has 12 Martu directors and three 
advisory directors. The Martu directors represent 
Martu communities. This year, the board had 
directors representing Jigalong, Parnngurr, 
Punmu, Kunawarritji, Bidyadanga and Newman.

Directors with support from senior cultural 
advisors work really hard to ensure that they are 
strongly engaged at all meetings. KJ’s Board met 
six times in the past year. 

At every meeting, the board deliberates on 
strategic issues and general business. The board 
always reviews reports for finances, operations, 
compliance and workplace health and safety.

Discussions in the board meetings covered very 
difficult and often contentious issues. In every 
situation, the board had open discussion with a 
great deal of respect and came to strong, well- 
understood conclusions or resolutions.

Important decisions included:

• the endorsement of a new KJ Five Year 
Strategic Plan;

• continuation of community consultations 
to identify key issues and priorities in each 
community, which informs the strategic plan;

• decisions on various political issues and 
initiatives; and

• the application of company cash reserves for 
critical and strategic initiatives.

In addition, KJ’s 2018 AGM was run for the 
most part by Martu who continue to step up 
with increasing confidence. KJ’s directors and 
others from the leadership program, supported 
by the elders, continue to lead KJ in a strong 
way representing all Martu. The board would 
like to thank all funders and partners for their 
continued support of KJ, and employees for their 
hard work.
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Country Programs
KJ’s Remote Programs have had another 
successful year carrying out environmental 
and cultural work across Martu country. The 
2018-2019 field season saw the ranger teams 
in Jigalong, Parnngurr, Punmu and Kunawarritji 
achieve a number of successful outcomes.

The five ranger teams carried out a range of 
threatened species work during the season. 
This included the monitoring of mankarr (bilby), 
mulyamiji (great desert skink) and warru (black- 
flanked rock wallaby) in partnership with the 
Department of Biodiversity Conservation and 
Attractions (DBCA), and the continuing search 
for winyminyji (northern quoll).

Rangers installed sound recorders to search for 
populations of night parrots and Pilbara leaf- 
nosed bats. All work was carried out using ‘two-
way’ methodology, combining the use of Martu 
knowledge of country and the plant and animal 
species that populate it with modern scientific 
methodology and equipment.

Ranger teams participated in successful 
fire management programs out of all of the 
communities. This was carried out both by using 
ground-based traditional burning practices and 
by helicopter, using incendiary devices. The fire 
program was carried out with the support of Dan 
Johanson, KJ’s Healthy Country Officer (fire and 
feral animals) and DBCA Fire Officer, Leigh Sage.

During the year, the rangers continued to visit 
culturally significant waterholes and soaks. 
Rangers carried out weed control, cleaned 
out waterholes and soaks and removed dead 
animals from in and around the sites. Sites 
that had been identified from the air, such as 
Jiman at Parnngurr, were ground-truthed and 
the information recorded for inclusion in the 
WANYJA (waterhole) database.

The Punmu and Kunawarritji rangers continued 
to support the High School Ranger Program with 
on-country camps and the supply of resources 
to the schools. The Parnngurr rangers were 
involved with the school through the CSIRO 
Two-Way Science Program.

The Parnngurr, Kunawarritji and Jigalong 
rangers continued their work along the Canning 
Stock Route. This involved maintenance of 
facilities, providing information packs to tourists 
and checking permits.

The ranger teams were involved in several off-
country trips during the year, with a number of 
rangers attending the IDA conference in Perth, 
the Punmu team attending the Species of the 
Desert Festival at Mulan and the Kunawarritji 
rangers attending the Central Land Council 
ranger forum at Glen Helen Gorge.
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Jigalong ranger 
highlights
• Jigalong rangers worked together with 

staff from the Department of Biodiversity 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) 
to conduct monitoring of warru (black-
flanked rock wallaby) at Pinpi (Durba) and 
Kaalpi (Calvert Ranges). The team worked 
together to trap warru at Kaalpi, check and 
change motion-sensor camera cards at Pinpi 
and Kaalpi, as well as to monitor and bait 
predators at Kaalpi.

• Rangers consulted with visitors on the 
Canning Stock Route and checked permits at 
the same time. Thirty permits were checked 
and 15 information packs distributed. 
Jigalong rangers camped at Pinpi and gave 
presentations to the tourists about the warru 
project and their work.

• Late field season trips achieved site visits 
to Munturu and Muntijini springs. These 
were dug out and locations verified. A new 
waterhole (as yet unidentified) was found 
by helicopter and ground-truthed by the 
rangers in the Pinpi area.

• Language consultation was carried out in the 
community by KJ’s language Officer together 
with the Jigalong elders. Consultation with 
community members was also carried out 
regarding the development of a digital app, 
containing oral histories, to help facilitate 
future on-country work.

• Extensive mosaic burning was carried out 
around Pinpi and Kaalpi in conjunction with 
DBCA advisory staff, to minimise the risk to 
warru from uncontrolled fire.

• Rangers monitored mankarr (bilby) at sites 
close to Jigalong, along the lakes and on the 
Canning Stock Route. Motion cameras were 
set up to record the numbers and general 
health of the population close to Jigalong.

• Three rangers took part in aerial incendiary 
training.

• Sections of the Puntawarri Track edge were 
burnt to continue the fire management work 
along this zone, creating a varied age class of 
regrowth.

• Hand removal of Buffel Grass was carried out 
in several locations in Pinpi.

• With the assistance of the BHP shed 
Coordinator, rangers fabricated two drags 
to drag the Puntawarri track. The drags are 
now located on the track so a section can be 
improved each time the rangers head out.

• Jigalong rangers presented to DBCA regional 
office in Karratha. The rangers spoke about 
the successful joint projects involving 
rangers and DBCA staff. This was followed by 
a visit to the Burrup Peninsula to spend time 
with the Murujuga rangers, sharing stories 
and experiences.
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Kunawarritji ranger 
highlights
• Kunawarritji rangers attended the 10 Deserts 

workshop at Newhaven Wildlife Sanctuary. 
The rangers caught up with the Kiwirrkurra 
rangers and several Central Desert ranger 
teams. Together they established a burning 
plan for 2019.

• In late 2018, a huge lightning fire to the north 
of Kunawarritji threatened the community. 
While large areas were burnt, houses and 
other infrastructure were saved by the 
rangers with the use of the water trailer. 
The fire plan was well executed and rangers 
performed fantastically under pressure.

• Kunawarritji rangers travelled to Well 40 to 
maintain Mungututu’s grave, stabilising the 
marble headstone with a concrete base. This 
was a very emotional and respectful trip.

• The rangers hosted two Newman police 
officers. They took the officers to Well 37 
and Yurrunguny rockhole to showcase 
Martu culture and connection to country. 
The policemen thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience and gained a new perspective on 
Martu.

• Kunawarritji rangers attended the Central 
Land Council ranger camp in Glen Helen. The 

rangers participated in training opportunities 
such as chainsaw and 4WD.

• Kunawarritji rangers hosted the Punmu 
rangers for firearms training. Rangers learnt 
safety and maintenance of firearms and 
really enjoyed the target shooting, which 
brought out the competitive spirit of both 
ranger groups.

• Kunawarritji rangers assisted Trackcare 
volunteers to construct a toilet at Well 33. 
Both volunteers and rangers worked well 
together and invited the RAWA school 
students to finish the toilet with some 
creative painting.

• With the assistance of KJ’s Healthy Country 
Officer (fire and feral animals) and helicopter 
pilot, Andrew Clark, the rangers achieved 
great results with both aerial and ground 
burning. The work linked up old fire scars 
which reduced the threat of massive, hot 
summer wildfires and promotes healthy 
country. In addition, some invaluable 
waterhole mapping was completed, led by 
Martu elders, Mr Fred Ward and Kumpaya 
Girgiba.
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Parnngurr ranger 
highlights
• Parnngurr rangers organised a two-

night camp at Warntili for the Parnngurr 
community school. The students engaged 
in learning traditional ecological knowledge 
and Western natural resource activities, 
participated in bush tucker gathering and 
enjoyed afternoon swims in the claypan.

• Rangers facilitated a family trip to Jilpil, 
Warnturr claypan and Warnturr rockhole. 
The rangers demonstrated great leadership, 
teamwork, knowledge transfer and driving 
skills over the many sand dunes.

• The Parnngurr rangers gave GJ bore (Well 
23) on the Canning Stock Route a great 
work-over for the upcoming tourist season. 
The rangers protected the campsite and 
signs from summer fires, cleaned up the area 
and maintained the camps facilities, making 
it safer for tourists to enjoy the area.

• The ranger team supported staff from the 
Department of Biodiversity Conservation 
and Attractions (DBCA) with a vegetation 
mapping exercise. The aim was to help 
ground-truth satellite imagery using a drone. 
The data gathered may help with future 
helicopter burning to protect areas with 
mulga trees.

• The rangers, based at GJ Bore, undertook 
incendiary burning and waterhole mapping 
activities. The rangers also undertook 
threatened species monitoring and recorded 
new mulyamiji (great desert skink) burrows. 
There was great excitement during the week 
when elder Ngamaru Bidu found Jiman 
rockhole.

• Parnngurr rangers workshopped and made 
amendments to the Parnngurr Bushfire Risk 
Management Plan.
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Punmu ranger 
highlights
• Martu joined Ngurrara and Kiwirrkurra IPA 

rangers for fire training at Nifty mine with 
support from the 10 Deserts Project and 
expertise from Department of Biodiversity 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) staff. 
Five rangers were trained to use the aerial 
incendiary machine, including two female 
rangers.

• The team were busy with ground burning 
throughout the season, linking fire scars from 
previous years to produce fire breaks, and 
breaking up large areas of unburnt country. 
This includes a successful community fire 
week, working with Leigh Sage from DBCA 
to implement the Punmu Bushfire Risk 
Management Plan to reduce the risk of hot 
lightning fires.

• The Punmu rangers successfully installed a 
hand pump at Pirningkujarra bore. The hope 
is to use this area as a base camp. This will 
allow rangers to stay on country for more 
extensive periods of time. Plans are already 
underway to install hand pumps at two more 
high priority sites.

• Rangers continue to ground-truth waterholes 
using WANYJA (waterhole database). The 
Punmu male rangers joined with male 
rangers from Kunawarritji for a trip to the 
Percival Lakes area, travelling to important 
country that had not been visited for a long 
time. The rangers visited several important 
sites including Yimiri, a freshwater spring 
located in the middle of a vast salt lake.

• Elders Mulyatingki Marney, Minyawu Miller, 
Nyanyjapayi Chapman and Waka Taylor 
travelled to Punmu to provide cultural 
authority and guidance to the team as they 
undertook a waterhole mapping activity. 
Younger family members supported with 
translation work and remote waterhole 

mapping, successfully ground-truthing a 
special site — Juntiwa.

• Punmu rangers worked with DBCA to install 
sound recording equipment in the Desert 
Queen Baths and Karlkun Karlkun areas, 
confirming the presence of eight unique 
species of bat, including the critically listed 
Pilbara Leaf-nosed bat.

• Rangers organised two overnight camps 
with RAWA secondary students and elders. 
Twenty-five students have been involved 
with the program over the last 12 months.

• Rangers participated in the Species of the 
Desert Festival in Mulan, joining over 200 
people for a week camping on country. 
The event focused on threatened species, 
particularly the elusive night parrot. There 
was an opportunity for rangers to share their 
expert knowledge with scientists and policy 
makers, as well as with peers and other 
rangers. The team came back with a lot of 
ideas and energy to share with community.

• The Punmu women rangers travelled to Alice 
Springs to meet with other organisations, 
including visits to Akeyulerre Healing Centre, 
CLC Ltyentye Apurte Rangers (Santa Teresa) 
and Raylene Brown from Kungkas Can Cook. 
The focus of the trip was to learn and share 
information about bush foods and medicine 
plants. The rangers also spoke about the 
need to keep pujiman knowledge and people 
strong.
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Fire Program
The waru (fire) program has had another 
successful year with rangers engaged in fire 
management activities across Martu country. 
Working in extremely dry conditions, the rangers 
have carefully implemented the yearly work 
plan. By combining aerial burning with strategic 
ground burning, the rangers continue to manage 
waru across the landscape, protecting cultural 
sites, infrastructure and threatened species. 

The waru program draws on the knowledge and 
authority of elders and is undertaken with their 
guidance, promoting the natural and cultural 
health of Martu country. The highlights of the 
season were:

• Six rangers successfully undertook 
Incendiary Machine Operator training, 
ensuring the sustainability and safety of 
the program. Rangers Michelle Thomas and 
Glenys Stewart became the first rangers 
from the Punmu women’s team to complete 
the training, and Michelle became the first 
female Martu ranger to undertake aerial 
burning operations.

• Four rangers joined Department of 
Biodiversity Conservation and Attractions 
(DBCA) fire staff in the Swan Coastal District 
to take part in prescribed burning activities. 
Rangers were involved in the planning of the 
burns and trained in the use of equipment 
on the fire trucks, including water cannons. 
The rangers utilised their new skills and 
undertook prescribed burns and firefighting 
activities in a variety of fuels, including 
banksia woodlands and pine plantations.

• Over 70 hours of aerial burning work ensured 
that each team was able to actively manage 
waru in their area. By linking fire scars from 
previous years to produce fire breaks, and 
breaking up large areas of unburnt country, 
the aerial burning allowed rangers to manage 
waru on a landscape scale.

• In addition to widespread aerial burning, 
the rangers also undertook extensive, fine-
scale ground burning in important areas. At 
Pinpi (Durba) on the Canning Stock Route, 
the Jigalong rangers worked with DBCA to 
protect warru (black-flanked rock wallaby) 
populations and cultural sites, while the 
Kunawarritji and Parnngurr teams worked to 
protect mulyamiji (great desert skink) and 
mankarr (bilby) habitat.

• The Kunawarritji rangers hosted Mr Fred 
Ward, an elder from Patjarr community in the 
Gibson Desert. Mr Ward’s country includes 
areas in the south of the Martu country. The 
visit began the process of obtaining cultural 
authority to burn in the area.

• This year had below average rainfall. This 
has not been experienced for several years 
and created a drier desert. Due to the 
dryness and the lack of growth of the desert 
vegetation, a strategic target of burning 2% 
of Martu country with an average fire size 
of 120 hectares was set. The ranger teams 
achieved this target.

• Towards the end of 2018 we saw the 
departure of Waru Man (Gareth Catt) after 
six years of dedicated service. Waru Man was 
instrumental in increasing KJ’s capacity to 
undertake large scale burning, from the air 
and the ground and increasing KJ’s capacity 
to burn and to do it in a safe effective 
manner. Daniel Johanson moved from the 
Punmu ranger Coordinator role to the new 
Healthy Country Officer (fire and feral 
animals) role at the beginning of 2019.
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Threatened Species 
Program
Throughout the year, ranger teams have been 
looking after threatened species across Martu 
country by monitoring known species, surveying 
for new ones and actively managing habitat with 
fire.

Funded by the Department of Biodiversity 
Conservation and Attractions (DBCA), the 
Punmu rangers have been using sound recorders 
to survey for night parrots, Pilbara leaf-nosed 
bats and ghost bats on Martu country. With 
all three species being elusive and difficult to 
locate, the sound recording technology will 
allow the rangers to confirm their presence and, 
hopefully, locate breeding sites.

Dr Stephen Murphy from the University of 
Queensland assisted the Punmu rangers to 
deploy five sound recorders in warla (lake) 
country, ideal night parrot habitat. Data from 
the recorders has been collected and is awaiting 
analysis.

Bob Bullen from Bat Call WA worked with the 
rangers to deploy the recorders in the Throssel 
Range. Upon their retrieval, it was confirmed 
that Pilbara leaf-nosed bats are present in the 
area. This exciting news adds another species to 
the growing list of important animals present on 
Martu country.

The ranger teams have continued to monitor 
the health of mankarr (bilby) populations 
using the ‘Martu mankarr search method’. The 
method was co-designed by the ranger teams 
and Dr Anja Skroblin from the University of 
Melbourne and developed in collaboration with 
Threatened Species Recovery Hub scientists. 
The method aims to monitor the species using 
Martu knowledge of their ecology and traditional 
skills such as tracking. The data collected will 
enable ranger teams to detect changes to 

populations over time and is already informing 
fire management in mankarr habitat.

Rangers using the survey method are finding 
active signs of mankarr right across Martu 
country. In addition, the ranger teams have been 
using motion sensor cameras to capture footage 
of the animals, allowing many younger Martu 
rangers to “see” a mankarr in the wild for the 
first time.

Mulyamiji (great desert skink) are being 
managed in Punmu and Parnngurr communities 
with ranger teams out on country surveying 
wild populations of the species. Motion sensor 
cameras are also being set up by teams to 
capture fantastic footage of mulyamiji, which 
assists with confirming active burrows. The 
Parnngurr ranger team burnt strategic firebreaks 
around newly discovered, active mulyamiji 
burrows to protect them from summer wildfires.

Warru (black-flanked rock wallaby) continue to 
be actively monitored and managed on Martu 
country. Working in collaboration with DBCA, the 
Jigalong ranger team have been looking after 
populations at Pinpi (Durba) and Kaalpi (Calvert 
Range). Aerial baiting, covering over 40,000 
hectares of country, has been used to tackle 
predators such as cats and foxes.

Rangers visited the sites regularly to undertake 
track-based monitoring to check the results. A 
marked reduction in feral predatory species was 
noted. The rangers also undertook a trapping 
program to assess the health and reproduction 
rates of the populations complemented by the 
installation and collection of data from motion 
sensor cameras. Extensive mosaic burning 
has been carried out around Pinpi and Kaalpi, 
minimising the risk of wildfire.
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Culture Programs
Many Martu were born and became adults 
in the desert, living a traditional life without 
the knowledge of the whitefella (Western) 
world. This group are known as pujiman. Martu 
pujiman hold a vast amount of social, cultural, 
spiritual and environmental knowledge and a 
rich language unique to the Western Desert. 
This knowledge assists Martu in maintaining 
connection to country, cultural identity and 
social stability.

KJ provides many opportunities for Martu 
elders to teach younger Martu historical, 
cultural and environmental information. KJ’s 
cultural programs run return-to-country trips, 
helicopter mapping of waterholes, recording of 
stories and the development of new methods 
and technologies. These initiatives provide 
knowledge that enable Martu to remain strong.

Over the past 12 months KJ has begun 
consulting with Martu elders and rangers on 
the creation of a new digital app, Warrarnmili 
Wangka, to share kalyuku warrarnpa Martu 
walyjaku ninti (knowledge of water, country and 
people). 

As Martu travel through country, they will be 
able to see themselves in relation to ancestral 
waterholes. When arriving at a waterhole they 
will be able to hear the spoken stories of the 
elders in traditional languages. This app helps 
support Martu aspirations to learn from the old 
people and to continue looking after country. A 
prototype is on track for on-country testing in 
early 2020.

Sharing of knowledge is also important for 
the wider mainstream community providing 
unique information on the desert landscape, 
flora and fauna and how to manage these 
precious resources. KJ has partnered with the 
WA Museum to share Martu stories in the WA 
Museum’s new facility opening in mid-2020. 

KJ staff have been working with Martu elders 
to develop a plan for Martu content in the new 
museum.

The biggest exhibition is one on Martu kalyu 
(waterholes) which will inform non-Martu that 
the desert is paradise for Martu — full of kalyu, 
kuka (meat), mirrka (plant foods), wilyki (seeds) 
and bush medicines. Martu will also be sharing 
stories about wilyki yungarninpa (grinding 
seeds), first contact stories and how to look 
after country with waru (fire).

Longtime friend to Martu, Nyaparu (John) 
Sherwood has volunteered many hours working 
with KJ to look after its invaluable archive 
of photos and documents. This archive is 
accessible to the whole Martu community. From 
his home in Bunbury, Nyaparu has also begun 
writing up a history of Punmu community and 
school. Nyaparu also has plans to record Martu 
and non-Martu histories about the school, the 
start of the communities and Martu history.

Thank you to Brian Kelly, Graham Wilson, Bentley 
Dean and Martin Butler who have all donated 
various documents, photos and films to the KJ 
archive. Donated collections are an invaluable 
resource for Martu. Materials have been shared 
during on-country trips, at community events 
and have been provided to the schools and 
communities. All materials in the archive are 
used regularly throughout all of KJ’s programs.
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Kalyuku Ninti
Forty-one participants came together from 
Jigalong, Punmu, Parnngurr, Kunawarritji, Wiluna, 
Hedland, Karratha, Nullagine and Newman to be 
a part of this year’s Kalyuku Ninti trip. This was 
an important journey for the Girgiba, Crusoe, 
Patch, Watson, Atkins and James families.

The group travelled from Kunawarritji through to 
Kumpaya’s country kakarra (east) of the Windy 
Corner road, visiting many important places 
over eight days on the way to Wurlkurta. This 
was also an important trip for the Gibbs and 
Bidu families as the group visited places such as 
Wikiri and Pinpinjanu.

Elders Kumpaya and Ngamaru were front 
and centre throughout the trip, sharing their 
ninti (knowledge) of country and family and 
their stories of pujiman (bushman) days with 
everyone on the trip. They pushed through the 
long days with a great sense of humour.

The convoy travelled along the Gary Highway 
visiting Kuny Kuny, Karingkarra and Nyakarilpa, 
and located and ground-truthed Julyjarru, a 
rockhole that hadn’t been visited since pujiman 
days. The group then headed kakarra and visited 
Pinkari, Ngankakaja, Ngarilyi, Wuukal and Kirriji. 
Kumpaya identified two additional waterholes at 
Ngarilyi that had not been mapped before.

The route continued to Wurlkurta, a very special 
place for the Crusoe family. The group was very 
emotional as the family approached the soak 
for the first time. Camp was set up here for 
two nights, allowing enough time for everyone 
to dig out the soak. This was an immensely 
hard task in the hot sun that took all day and 
required everyone’s help. All manner of tools — 
shovels, hammers, tyre levers and hands — were 
employed to get through the solid material. 

The dedication and hard work contributed by 
everyone was impressive. That night everyone 
was able to look at family trees together and to 

talk about how all the families are connected 
through their old people.

Making their way back to the Gary Highway, 
the group visited Wukarn and Wulkal rockholes 
where Kumpaya was able to confirm place 
names. Hitting the Talawana Track on the 
home stretch, the group visited Wikiri windmill, 
Jaturti, Wikiri soak, and made the final camp at 
Pinpinjanu rockhole.

It was a very successful and happy trip thanks 
to a number of Martu who stepped up and took 
on responsibility in leadership roles. Everybody 
pitched in with work at camp and waterholes. 
Many young people who don’t often work with 
KJ made the most of this opportunity to learn 
from their old people on country and about their 
family’s special places.
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Helicopter Mapping
Over the past 12 months there have been three 
helicopter mapping trips to relocate waterholes. 
Elder Ngamaru Bidu worked with the Parnngurr 
rangers and young people from her family, out 
of Parnngurr and GJ Bore (Well 23), to relocate 
waterholes. After many years of searching, 
Ngamaru found Jiman wirrkuja (rockhole)! This 
was very exciting as it is a very significant place 
to many families. Ngamaru also found Jarnjujarra 
wirrkuja and Jurrarl yinta (permanent water 
source). Ngamaru and the rangers are looking 
forward to further mapping out of Pitu in the 
future.

Elders Minyawu Miller, Nyanyjapayi Chapman 
and Waka Taylor visited Punmu to support the 
rangers in their mapping and burning. Waka 
Taylor and Mulyatingki Marney looked for 
waterholes around the Japali area at the mouth 
of the Karlamilyi, around Jarntinti claypan and 
to the east and west of Razorblade Bore north of 
Punmu.

Mulyatingki found Juntiwa wirrkuja to the north 
of Telfer, an important Seven Sisters place. The 
young people in Punmu made the most of the 
old people’s presence at the ranger station and 
were very active in recording their stories and 
ninti (knowledge) about country and pujiman 
(bushman) life.

Elder, Mr Fred Ward, who came all the way 
from Patjarr, joined Kumpaya Girgiba and 
together they relocated several waterholes in 
the helicopter with support from family and the 
Kunawarritji rangers. Kumpaya — supported by 
granddaughter Noelene Oates and Kunawarritji 
ranger Christopher James — found one yinta 
and five wirrkujakaja (rockholes). The yinta 
is called Mukurlan, an important place which 
Kumpaya and family searched for many times 
before. Mr Ward supported the Kunawarritji 
rangers’ aerial burning work and found one 
wirrkuja called Tarltiwara and spotted another 
from the air.
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Martu still have their own languages: 
Manyjilyjarra, Kartujarra, Warnman, Putijarra 
and Nyangajarra These languages are from 
jukurrpa (dreamtime) and belong to the 
ancestors and the country.

Martu are determined to hold onto their 
languages. Elders are actively involved in 
teaching the next generations and the younger 
generation are eager to learn. All Martu know 
that keeping knowledge and language enables 
them to maintain a strong connection to their 
country and culture.

The elders hold a lot of knowledge in their 
heads, and the younger generation are closely 
listening, hearing, remembering and holding 
onto what’s being communicated to them by 
the elders — knowledge and language to which 
people are connected, that was told and given 
by the ancestors.

Martu have also been teaching many non-Martu 
their languages. It is very important that non- 
Martu try to learn a Martu language as it shows 
great respect to the culture they are working 
with. It takes a lot of persistence from the non-
Martu students and patience from Martu.

Over the past 12 months Martu, old and 
young, have been enthusiastically involved 
in the language program. Participants from 
all the Martu communities have taken strong 
ownership of the program and together are 
setting the direction of what the language 
program should be.

Martu are still looking after and holding 
onto the languages they’re connected to — 
languages which, in the words of one Martu 
elder, “belong to forever”, — with strength and 
determination so that future generations will 
follow.

Martu-nyurra walyjakurlu wangka mannga 
nyininpa. Junu-nyurrampaya mitunyjanirrilu 
julyjujanu wangka walyja wulumili. Wangka 
wulumili-ya walyjakurlu warrarnja kanyila: 
Manyjilyjarra, Kartujarra, Warnman, Putijarra, 
Nyangajarra kamulurrju. Julyjujanukurlu-
nyurra walyjakurlu wangkanga kuwarrijanulu 
wamparulu kanyirninpa. Kuwarrijanulu yatilju-
yanyurranya nintirninpa Puntu marlajanu 
walyjangka wangka ngaa walyja wulumili. 
Kanyilkijangka-janampanyurra jiji marlajanuku 
wanalkuranku-ya jiji marlajanulu wanamalpa 
walyja wangka wulumili. Wulu-ya jiji marlajanu 
walyjakurlu wangka nyinamalpa wulumilikurlu.

Walyjakurlu-nyurra wangka wulumilikurlu palya 
nyininpa walyjangka warrarnja kanyirninpa 
Kutungkajanungka-yanyurranya yatilkuyarralu 
nintirninpa. Katangka-ya nintipukalu ninti 
majuminyirri katinpa! Karu-jananyanyurra 
yatilwana kintilu kulira warrarnja nintirrinpa. 
Kuranju-nyurra kanyinmalpa wulu ngaa walyja 
wangka-yanyurranya wajarninpa yatilju kata 
walyjajanu yunginpa.

Kartiyakajangkakamu-nyurra wangka 
nyuntunmili kinti nintirninpa, kulilkijangka-
yanyurranya kartiyalu yiltanyjuluparaku. 
Wangka wulumili-jananyanyurra 
kartiyaparakungka nintirninpa wanyjalpa 
wangka ngaa wulumili yiltanyju. Kintimpa-
raya nintirrinpa pinalkarrarrimalpa. 
Nintirrikuranpa-ya wamparu Martujanu.

Walyjarnu-nyurra languageprogramnga 
yarnngalungulyu. Martukuyarralu-nyurra 
kurranyilu laltulu wajarninpa, wanyjalpa 
nyinaranku languageprogramnga. Walyja 
wangka wulumili- nyurra kanyirninpa kuwarri 
murlpirrju wamparulu jungalu kanyinmalpa 
wulu. Jiji marlajanulu- nyurranya ya wanalku. 
Palya. Kunyjunyu. Ngalypa. Parntirrminyirri.

Language ProgramWangka-martumili
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Social Programs
Two years ago, members of the Martu 
Leadership Program (MLP) voiced their desire to 
develop a number of new programs to support 
Martu, saying ‘Enough talk, we want action!’

Since that time, a range of initiatives and 
programs have emerged that, together, form KJ’s 
Social Programs area. These are some of the 
highlights.

Criminal Justice System
By working closely with Pilbara Magistrate, 
Michelle Ridley, three key initiatives have 
started:

• Extraordinary licensing — Martu and the 
magistrate have developed a stepped 
scheme allowing people who have been 
disqualified from holding a licence to 
gradually earn an increasing capacity to 
drive.

• The extraordinary licences start with a right 
to drive KJ vehicles for KJ work on the 
Martu determination, but as people prove 
themselves over time, they earn increasing 
freedom to drive KJ or their own vehicles 
over a larger geographic area for more 
purposes.

• Restraining order notices — Martu identified 
that people didn’t understand all the 
different forms of orders restraining spouses 
from having contact with each other. Women 
from the MLP and the magistrate together 
created a coloured card system, which 
clearly identified the term and effect of each 
type of order, so that people understood.

• Mock court — with the assistance of the 
magistrate and ALS, the MLP has run many 
mock courts, training people in why and how 
to speak up in court. The magistrate recently 
commented about how happy she was with 
the increased willingness of Martu to speak 
in court.

WA Police
There has been a great deal of work with WA 
Police. The MLP has developed and started 
to implement a strategy for helping police in 
Newman and Jigalong to know and understand 
Martu better. This includes trips on country with 
the rangers, cultural awareness sessions and a 
lot of informal contact.

In addition, after the success of the 2018 
camp with senior police, a second camp has 
been planned for 2019. There is now a strong 
partnership between the MLP and WA Police.

Diversionary Program
Together with the Pilbara Magistrate, the 
MLP has (over the past two years) designed 
a diversionary program that would give the 
magistrate an option to redirect offenders to 
work on country and that would also support 
Martu prisoners seeking parole. The program 
includes a Martu panel that would agree on a 
suitable program with an offender and would 
recommend that to the magistrate.

This diversionary program also dovetails with 
the regular visits to Roebourne Prison that 
the MLP has been making over the last two 
years. The aim is to substantially reduce Martu 
incarceration. The diversionary program will be 
implemented once funding has been secured. KJ 
and WDLAC are working together on that.

Wama Wangka
One of the most exciting initiatives is Wama 
Wangka. This is a program completely conceived 
and designed by Martu, which has emerged 
from discussions and increasing aspirations 
within the MLP. Wama Wangka is designed as 
a culturally-based program to help to reduce 
alcohol dependence, drug use, violence and 
other harmful parts of modern Martu life. 
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The program has secured funding for workshops 
and camps. Whenever Martu talk about Wama 
Wangka, people ask how they can get involved.

Women and Families
In 2018, KJ was approached by World Vision 
Australia (WVA) and the Australian Government 
to take on responsibility for the early childhood 
education program that WVA has been running 
for 10 years in Martu communities. In early 
2019, KJ secured funding from the Australian 
Government for this purpose and has been 
preparing during the first half of 2019 to run an 
expanded, culturally-grounded program.

That program has been implemented in 
Jigalong and is about to start in Parnngurr and 
Punmu. It will continue the nationally-accepted 
Abecedarian approach to early childhood 
education, but will adapt that approach to suit 
Martu culture, activities and priorities.

When integrated with the Women’s Leadership 
Program, this will form the Women and Families 
program to address many of the areas that 
women have identified as priority areas for 
action for their families. KJ is working closely 
with WVA on this program.

Housing
The top priority concern for Martu in the three 
remote communities is housing. KJ has been 
very active in seeking to have community 
housing needs addressed. In the second half 
of 2018, KJ and Social Ventures Australia 
completed a cost-benefit analysis that 
demonstrated the financial benefits to the WA 

Government that would flow from investment in 
these communities.

It also identified the social benefits for Martu 
and the strong social base in the communities. 
Since then, KJ and members of the MLP have 
been meeting with many representatives of WA 
Government, telling the story of housing in the 
communities and seeking support for improving 
housing, so that people can readily choose to 
live in good housing in the remote communities 
if they wish to.

Martu Leadership Program
All of the work in the Social Programs area is 
underpinned by the Martu Leadership Program 
(described in detail on the next page). This 
program provides Martu with the opportunity 
to learn more about the mainstream world, to 
develop confidence engaging with that world, to 
bring people from many communities together 
to act in harmony and to develop strategies and 
initiatives to build a Martu pathway to the future. 
All of the initiatives in the Social Programs area 
have emerged from discussions, workshops, 
meetings and aspirations in the MLP.

In 2019, an entirely new group of men joined 
the MLP and the women’s program has been 
refreshed and revitalised. As the program 
continues, it accelerates. Audiences all over 
Australia who have listened to MLP groups 
speak are impressed with the confidence, 
knowledge and energy of the group.
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Martu Leadership 
Program
From the earliest days of the Martu Leadership 
Program (MLP), Martu began articulating their 
aspiration to strengthen Martu society. This 
is the aim of every MLP activity. Martu need 
to understand the mainstream, be confident 
to discuss their needs and aspirations with 
mainstream stakeholders, engage elders and 
community members in discussion about the 
future of Martu society and present initiatives 
towards that future.

The development of confidence is a cornerstone 
of the leadership program. Presenting in front 
of audiences is one of the main activities the 
participants have been engaged in over the past 
12 months. Over 50 participants have presented 
to 70 different organisations in both Western 
Australia and Victoria, with the total audience 
over 1,500 people.

Alongside the development of confidence is 
the development of knowledge. Leadership 
participants are continuously increasing their 
knowledge on company governance, finances, 
the criminal justice system and a quest to design 
culturally-based development initiatives which 
address social, cultural, economic and political 
dimensions of life.

“I have been on community boards and involved 
in companies, but it was like I was blind and 
deaf before. Learning about companies has 
really opened my eyes. I want to know more.” 
MLP participant, Murphy Williams, Parnngurr 
Community.

Leadership participants have been developing 
strong partnerships. A great example of this 
has been the relationship between Martu 
and different parts of the justice system. The 
relationship developing between Martu and the 
WA Police is a prime example.

Late last year, 18 senior police and emergency 
service personnel including  — WA 
Commissioner of Police, Chris Dawson, the Chief 
Police Officer ACT, Justine Saunders, a Deputy 
Commissioners from Australian Border Force 
and four Assistant Commissioners from WA and 
SA — joined with 50 Martu to talk on country 
about ways to work differently together. Martu 
leaders presented their leadership journey, 
information about Martu culture and society, the 
lessons they have learnt about the whitefella 
law system, their perspective on how the system 
affects Martu and their plans for a different story 
to divert Martu away from prisons.

Martu are very grateful to those that have 
walked the journey with them on the leadership 
program so far. They feel like they are 
developing partners that share the vision and 
can see that this work is building the cross-
cultural foundations for a strong, healthy Martu 
society.
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Corporate Services
In 2018/19, KJ has employed a total of 221 Martu 
on a permanent and casual basis. This is an 
increase of 16.3% compared to 2017/18. A further 
163 have been engaged on a more casual basis.

$2.446 million was paid in wages to Martu. KJ 
contributed over $2.8 million in total to Martu 
communities through payment of wages, fuel 
purchases, rent for KJ staff housing, supplies 
for KJ ranger teams, board meetings and 
on-country trips.

KJ is in a healthy financial position. The 
organisation has strong governance and looks 
after its money in the right way. The KJ Board 
and its Finance Sub-Committee carefully check 
the management of KJ’s finances at every 
meeting.

KJ’s Corporate Services’ system of checks and 
balances ensures that:

• payments to people and suppliers are correct 
and done on time;

• people who work with KJ are kept safe;

• KJ’s vehicles for ranger and other work are 
looked after;

• meetings, accommodation and travel for KJ’s 
board and staff are arranged; and

• buildings and equipment used by KJ are 
managed properly.

KJ’s finances are explained on the following 
pages.

KJ payments to Martu

In 2018/19 KJ has paid was of $2.446 million to Martu which is similar to the figure paid in 2017/18.
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Money flowing into communities

In the 2018/19, KJ paid $2.817 million into Martu communities for wages, rent, fuel and supplies. These 
payments by KJ continue to make a significant contribution to the communities.
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The total income for 2018/19 is $8.349 million with total expenditure of $8.601 million. The operating 
loss for the year is $87,306. In addition, there is a revaluation expense of $165,305 for the revaluation 
of fixed assets as at 30/6/19.
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Number of Martu employed by KJ

KJ continues to be the largest employer of Martu with a total of 384 engaged during 2018/19, which is 
comparable to that of last year.
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Program expenditure

KJ’s ranger program provides employment for Martu women and men in all the communities. Total 
expenditure for the ranger program amounted to $4.083 million. Martu continue to keep their culture 
strong, learning from the old people and looking after their country.

In 2018/19, the expenditure totaled $818,000 for Puntura-ya Ninti activities. The Martu Leadership 
Program continues to grow with more participants learning about good governance, working with 
the justice system and the police to make changes which better suit Martu circumstances. KJ’s other 
program activities have included the Language Program, High School Ranger Program, Women and 
Families Program, threatened species and waru (fire).

The detailed audited financial report including the auditor’s report and directors’ report will be 
presented at the AGM.
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Anthony Gibbs
Leadership participant

Yikartu Bumba
Cultural Advisor

Randall Bullen
Casual KJ Director, 

Leadership participant

Andrew Minyardie
KJ Director, Leadership 

participant

Bimbi Samson
Jigalong ranger

Brenda Sailor
Jigalong ranger, Language 

participant

Cedric Watson
Jigalong ranger

Errol Samson
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Davence Long
Jigalong ranger

Heather Samson
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Glenika Cooke
Jigalong ranger

Gervaris Ashwin
Jigalong ranger

Janelle Booth
Leadership participant, 

Women and Families 
Program participant

James Roberts
Jigalong ranger

Jarrod Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

Jessie Collie
Jigalong ranger

Karlson Jeffries
Leadership participant

Karl Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

Justin Watson
Jigalong ranger

Joseph Brand
Jigalong ranger

Tristan Cole
General Manager

Gerald Keyer
General Manager

Muuki Taylor
Senior Cultural Advisor,  
Language participant

Zan King
General Manager

Ethan Samson
Jigalong ranger

Gabriel Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

KJ staff
KJ continues to grow with dedicated Martu and non-Martu working together to keep country, culture 
and communities strong. All KJ’s programs and activities require a lot of effort and commitment from 
staff, many of whom are pictured below. 

Galvin Roberts
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Gareth Samson
Jigalong ranger
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Lindsay Crusoe
KJ Director, Jigalong 
ranger, Leadership 

participant

Leon Charles
Jigalong ranger

Kerwin Samson
Jigalong ranger

Mark Jeffries
Jigalong ranger, Language 

participant, Leadership 
participant

Nelson Watson
Leadership participant

Marianne Larry
Jigalong ranger

Marlene Anderson
Women and Families 
Program participant

Maria Gibbs
KJ Director, Leadership 

participant, Women 
and Families Program 

participant

Melvin Farmer
Language participant

Pamela Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

Ned Booth
Leadership participant

Moranda Burton
Jigalong ranger

Peter Jeffries
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Peter Twigg
Jigalong Ranger  

Coordinator  
(to August 2018)

Louise Jeffries
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Louisa Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

Ralph Samson
Leadership participant

Phillipa Charles
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant

Rebecca Jeffries
Jigalong ranger

Roger Fred
Jigalong ranger

Abel Yallabah
Kunawarritji ranger

Robert Stevens
Jigalong ranger

Rodney Wumi
Jigalong ranger

Zeneath Samson
Jigalong ranger

Tanya Charles
Jigalong ranger

Zacchaeus Samson
Jigalong ranger

Andrew Larry
Kunawarritji ranger

Alana Patch
Kunawarritji ranger

Charlie Bundabar
Kunawarritji ranger

Clayton Bundabar
Kunawarritji ranger

Christopher James
Kunawarritji ranger

Kenneth Siddon
Jigalong ranger, Leadership 

participant
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Lawrence Whyoulter
Kunawarritji ranger

Larry Bundabar
KJ Director, Kunawarritji 

ranger

Fabian Larry
KJ Director, Kunawarritji 

ranger, Language 
participant, Leadership 

participant

George (Troy) Polly
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Language participant

Issac Nixon
Kunawarritji ranger

Julie Toby
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Leadership participant

Lewis Williams
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Leadership participant

Morris Bundabar
Kunawarritji ranger

Kincaid Gordon
Kunawarritji ranger

Johnny Yallabah
Kunawarritji ranger

Michael Bundabar
Kunawarritji ranger

Winston Williams
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Leadership participant

Lionel Judson
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Leadership participant

Robert Raymond 
Pluto

Kunawarritji ranger

Mclean Williams
Kunawarritji ranger, 

Leadership participant

Shane Clugston
Kunawarritji Ranger 

Coordinator

Aaron Eulenstein
Logistics and Infrastructure 

Coordinator  
(to November 2018)

Ashley Simpson
Leadership participant

Annabell Landy
Leadership participant

Anton ten Brinke
Manager, Organisational 

Development

Adam Pennington
Manager, Ranger Program 

(to October 2018)

Claydean Kelly
Logistics Officer

Caroline Bayer
Manager, Funding and 

Partnerships

Billy Landy
Leadership participant

Gareth Catt
Fire Officer  

(to September 2018)

Garry Earl-Spurr 
(Duke)

Language Program Officer

Galvin Landy
Leadership participant

Genevieve Newman
Finance Officer

Desmond Taylor
Language participant

Greg Williams
Manager, Remote Programs

Elizabeth Toby
Kunawarritji ranger

Elizabeth Larry
Kunawarritji ranger
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Kiefer Dunn
Logistics Officer

Luke Frank
KJ Director, Leadership 

participant

Liam Byrne
Logistics and Infrastructure 

Coordinator

Landy Jeffries
Leadership participant

May Brooks
Language participant

Melita Medcalf
Criminal Justice 

Coordinator  
(to January 2019)

Norman Sammy
Language participant

Marc Huber
Martu Leadership Program 

Officer  
(to September 2018)

Shaun Petersen
Leadership participant

Sarah Watson
Manager, Puntura-ya Ninti  

(to February 2019)

Natasha Busher
Puntura-ya Ninti  

Officer

Monika Long
Leadership participant

Patrick Cook
Manager, Country and 

Culture

Nakita Scott
Finance Administrator

Patrick Jadai
Logistics Officer

Tamara Bulcock
Puntura-ya Ninti  

Field Officer

Sheila Frank
Leadership participant

Vivianne Landy
Leadership participant

Tracy Carboon
Healthy Country  

Coordinator

Tim Schneider
Manager, Martu Leadership 

Program

Wendy Bell
Administration Officer, 

Martu Leadership Program

Alwyn Booth
KJ Director, Parnngurr 

ranger, Leadership 
participant

Yvonne Mkandra
Manager, Martu Women 
and Families Program

Carol Williams
KJ Director, Parnngurr 

ranger, Leadership 
participant

Carlo Wongawal
Parnngurr ranger

Craig Sailor
Parnngurr ranger

Christopher Ginger
Parnngurr ranger

Clifton Girgiba
Parnngurr ranger, 

Language participant, 
Leadership participant

Cleon Patterson
Parnngurr ranger

Joshua Booth
Cultural Advisor

Jamie Narrier
Leadership participant

Jethro Sallman
Logistics Officer
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Julie Mick
Parnngurr ranger

Kylie Butt 
Parnngurr ranger

Lolita Yarbala
Parnngurr ranger

Leah Robinson
Parnngurr ranger, Women 

and Families Program 
participant

Michael Goodall
Parnngurr Ranger 

Coordinator

Jamie Robinson
Parnngurr ranger, 

Leadership participant

Jarrod Kadibil
Parnngurr ranger

Lee Kadibil
Parnngurr ranger

Junior Rowlands
Parnngurr ranger, 

Language participant

Kumpaya Girgiba
Cultural Advisor, Language 

participant

Lindsay Robinson
Parnngurr ranger, 

Language participant, 
Leadership participant

Kelly Robinson
Parnngurr ranger

Murphy Williams
Parnngurr ranger, 

Leadership participant

Noelene Oates
Parnngurr ranger, 

Language participant, 
Leadership participant

Tamera Booth
Parnngurr ranger

Natasha Williams
Parnngurr ranger

Ngamaru Bidu
Cultural Advisor, Language 

participant

Thelma Judson
Cultural Advisor, Language 

participant, Leadership 
participant

Tionne Gibson
Parnngurr ranger

Slim Williams Jnr
Parnngurr ranger

Ashwin Biljabu
Punmu ranger

Slim Williams
Parnngurr ranger, 

Leadership participant

Brianol Booth
Punmu ranger, Language 

participant

Bert Lane
Cultural Advisor

Waka Taylor
Cultural Advisor, Language 

participant

Bridget Mattingley
Punmu Ranger Coordinator

Cassandra Nanudie
KJ Director, Punmu ranger, 

Leadership participant

Sandra Nixon
Leadership participant

Edwina Booth
Parnngurr ranger, 

Language participant, 
Leadership participant

Eleazar Robinson
Parnngurr ranger

Derek Robinson Snr
Parnngurr ranger

Derrick Butt
Leadership participant
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Gavin Nanudie
Punmu ranger, Leadership 

participant

Dwayne Dunn
Punmu ranger, Leadership 

participant

Gladys Bidu
Punmu ranger, Leadership 

participant

Karen Rogers
Punmu ranger

Lionel Surprise
Punmu ranger

Julie-ann Thomas
Punmu ranger

Jakayu Biljabu
Cultural Advisor

Michelle Thomas
Punmu ranger

McKenzie Whyoulter
Punmu ranger

Minyawu Miller
Cultural Advisor

Nancy Chapman
Cultural Advisor

Mulyatingki Marney
Cultural Advisor

Debra Thomas
Punmu ranger

Neil Lane
KJ Director, Punmu ranger

Noel Ward
Language participant

Reena Rogers
Punmu ranger

Shaun Tinker
Punmu ranger

Sascha Turisini
Community Ranger 

Coordinator

Sue Davenport
KJ non-voting Advisory 

Director

Richard Taylor
KJ non-voting Advisory 

Director

Sheena Robinson
Punmu ranger

Mark Turner
Alternative KJ non-voting 

Advisory Director

Fred Chaney
Co-patron

Peter Johnson
KJ non-voting Advisory 

Director

Curtis Robinson
Punmu ranger

Charleston Miller
Punmu ranger

Dean Brooks
Punmu ranger

Damien Miller
Punmu ranger

Danielle Booth
Punmu ranger

Daniel Johanson
Punmu Ranger Coordinator 

(to December 2019), 
Healthy Country Officer 
(fire and feral animals)
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Funders, partners and 
supporters 
KJ’s mission is to support Martu to build strong, 
sustainable communities that reflect Martu 
values and needs, self-determination and 
aspirations.

We achieve this through delivering a range of 
programs, addressing health and social issues, 
families and early childhood development, 
environmental conservation and land 
management, cultural awareness training 
and the preservation of language, culture and 
traditional ecological knowledge.

Partnering with KJ not only helps us to ensure 
the livelihood and wellbeing of Martu people, 
country and culture, but help organisations 
achieve cultural, environmental and social 
objectives as part of their corporate social 
responsibility, community engagement, or 
reconciliation action plans and strategies.

Our partners are invaluable to the 
continuation of our work. We would like to 
take this opportunity to thank our corporate, 
philanthropic, government and community 
partners who share KJ’s principles of working 
together with realism, honesty and respect.
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